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Words and their meanings 
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Circle the word that has the same meaning. 
 
 
1. unassuming or moderate in the estimation of one's abilities or achievements 

brave modest happy courageous 

2. do something or have or show qualities worthy of reward or punishment 

pass miss deserve spend 

3. free from anxiety or responsibility 

carefree troubled unhappy sad 

4. have enough money to pay for 

refuse reject afford spend 

5. be all around someone or something 

center allow free surround 

6. point out; show 

indicate deny hide mislead 

7. make previously unknown or secret information known to others 

keep cover reveal reject 

8. make a choice from a number of alternatives 

decide start delay wait 

9. the teaching of a culture's beliefs and customs from parents to children over time 

penalty tradition peninsula hole 

10. a tool that uses lenses to make tiny objects larger so they can be seen by the eye. 

global engineer microscope meadow 
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Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Answers: 
 
 
1. unassuming or moderate in the estimation of one's abilities or achievements 

brave modest happy courageous 

2. do something or have or show qualities worthy of reward or punishment 

pass miss deserve spend 

3. free from anxiety or responsibility 

carefree troubled unhappy sad 

4. have enough money to pay for 

refuse reject afford spend 

5. be all around someone or something 

center allow free surround 

6. point out; show 

indicate deny hide mislead 

7. make previously unknown or secret information known to others 

keep cover reveal reject 

8. make a choice from a number of alternatives 

decide start delay wait 

9. the teaching of a culture's beliefs and customs from parents to children over time 

penalty tradition peninsula hole 

10. a tool that uses lenses to make tiny objects larger so they can be seen by the eye. 

global engineer microscope meadow 


